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	Drive Better Productivity and Increase Saleswith Salesforce.com–Starting Now 


	 


	Discover Real-World Best Practices—Without Paying Expensive Consultants


	 


	You’re investing in Salesforce.com for one reason: to drive major performance improvements across your entire organization.   Salesforce.com® Secrets of Success   will help you do just that. Drawing on his experience with dozens of deployments, author David Taber offers expert guidance on every aspect of Salesforce.com deployment, with results-focused best practices for every area of the organization touched by Salesforce.com, including sales, marketing, customer service, finance, legal, and IT. This is information you’d otherwise have to pay a consultant $300/hour to get...information you won’t find in any other book!


	Taber walks you through developing a comprehensive and effective implementation strategy, followed by tactics and specifics to overcome every challenge you face, including internal politics. Through this book and its companion Web site, www.SFDC-secrets.com, Taber provides questionnaires, step-by-step guides, and extensive resources–all part of the Revenue Overdrive™ system that gives your organization maximum results from Salesforce.com.

	
		
			Achieve higher end-customer satisfaction and dramatic sales productivity gains

	
	
		
			Use the SFA Maturity Model™ to assess readiness, fill gaps, and gain early, deep user adoption

	
	
		
			Overcome “people, product, and process” pitfalls that can limit the value of Salesforce.com

	
	
		
			Learn which tools, add-ons, features, and extensions are right for your implementation

	



	This book’s start-to-finish roadmap for success can be used by companies of all sizes in all industries–with specific chapters for executives, team leaders, implementation team members, developers, and users throughout the business.
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Enhancing CAD Drawings with PhotoshopSybex, 2005
"If you're an architect looking to get the most out of Photoshop, look no     further! Enhancing CAD Drawings with Photoshop is a killer book."     
     George Omura, Author, Mastering AutoCAD 2005 and     AutoCAD LT 2005
     
     Bring Your CAD Drawings to Life Using     Artistic Photoshop...
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Persuasion and Influence For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Many people want to gain trust or support in business and throughout life, but the true skill is doing so in a charming fashion! Whether you're convincing the boss about your much-deserved promotion or a busy restaurateur to offer a better table, the power of persuasion can help improve and increase your successes.


	Elizabeth...
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Classic Home Video Games, 1985-1988: A Complete Reference GuideMcFarland, 2009

	More than any other companies in the history of electronic gaming, Nintendo, Sega, and later Sony established video games as a lifestyle, a hobby that would endure beyond the “video game craze” of the ’70s. Following the Great Implosion of ’83, as the Age of Atari crumbled, game console and software sales tanked and...
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Cardiac Arrhythmias 2005: Proceedings of the 9th International Workshop on Cardiac Arrhythmias (Venice, October 2-5, 2005)Springer, 2005
The year 1988 marked the beginning of the International Workshop on Cardiac Arrhythmias. This biannual series of meetings was initiated with the following goals: (1) to present technological advances in the field of cardiac arrhythmias, (2) to publicise the results of current research, and (3) to assess the impact of new diagnostic and therapeutic...
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C++ CookbookO'Reilly, 2005

	Despite its highly adaptable and flexible nature, C++ is also one of the more complex programming languages to learn. Once mastered, however, it can help you organize and process information with amazing efficiency and quickness.


	The C++ Cookbook will make your path...
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Microsoft Excel 2010 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2010

	For those of you who are upgrading to Microsoft Excel 2010 from an earlier version of the program, this introduction summarizes the new features in Excel 2010. One of the first things you’ll notice about Excel 2010 is that the program incorporates the ribbon, which was introduced in Excel 2007. If you used Excel 2003 or an earlier...
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